
THEY HAVE TRIED TO DIVERT YOURATTENTION FROM THE REAI ISSUES

These dre the reosons you should vote for LARRY BREEDEN, GUY POLHEMU$. and ERNEST SASSO.

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

BREEDEN, POLHEMUS, AND SASSO WILL reduce spending without adversely affecting Township seruices and

return the full savinas to vou. We are already working with forensic accountants to identify areas of savings. Once we

are elected we will be able to review all details behind the expense figures, information the Township has not provided,

to quantify the amount of savings. We anticipate it will be substantial.

The incumbents are part of a Board that has spent a reserue of SS.A million to almost nothing in 5 years.

Rattigan and Ryan have just voted to return only one-third of the savings from refinancing the open space fund to the
citizens and are keeping the balance to continue spending. Last year they wanted to raise your toxes 22% and were only
stopped because we gathered together the citlzens to launch a massive protest. There is no end to their tax and spend
philosophy. The Township is not a bank! lt is your money they are keeping.

ACT 537 SEWER PLAN

The incumbents have prepared d sewer proposol thdt wlll change the noture of this Township forever. lt will facilitate
development for commercial builders, high density residences, and multiple story buildings. Once this plan is approved
by the State future Boards of Supervisors will be unable to undo the damage caused by this Board. The Township will be

required to give access to the sewer line to dnyone who demands it.

WE WILL put this plan on hold and give the citizens time to review and comment on it at open meetings.

WE WILL work together to explore alternatives to remediate the well problems experienced by our neighbors.

oPENN ESs Alr p ACCOUNTABT L|TY

This Board has enshrouded itself in a veil of secrecy. They claim to be transparent but the opposite is true.

. Why haven't they widely advertised their plans to install sewers and encouraged the citizens to come to
meetings to make their views known and explore alternatives?

. Why have they kept the real costs of this project and the impact on the community hidden?

. Why have they made it so difficult to review the details behind the numbers in their budget?

. Why have they hidden the number of current and former supervisors who have directly benefitted financially at

the taxpayers' expense?

. Why is the Township Manager paid more than the Chief Operating Officer for all of Bucks County?

. Why was Guy Polhemus, the elected Auditor, denied full access to Township records?

On November dh vote for new leddership in upper Makefietd.

vote for LARRY BREEDEN, GUY POLHEMUS, and ERNEST SASSO for Township Supervisor. They will
always put your interests first.
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